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The Complex Relationship 









































Caveat:  medicine should be used to treat 











































































Primary diagnosis - NO
• Incomplete penetrance
• Multiple genes and interactions
• Potential for misdiagnosis and stigmatism
Differential diagnosis – MAYBE
• More accurate than current methods




































“ The Right Drug for the Right Person”
Smoker who wants to quit
Interview       Personality tests       Genotype
Drug A             Drug B            Drug X + Y...



























































































• Serotonin is involved in many aspects of mood, personality and 
behavior; e.g., anxiety, depression, impulsiveness, and addiction. 
• There is only one serotonin transporter.









































































































































Genes May Have a Larger Impact
On Brain Functioning than on Behavior
Stimulus for emotion task Stimulus for sensorimotor task
Hariri et al, “ Serotonin Transporter Genetic Variation and the













































































• Genes predispose 
not predetermine
• Plieotropy- one gene 
many effects












































     the Bell Curve
• Excuse bad behavior
• Reduce stigma of psychiatric
disorders
• Better treatment of
addiction
 






































Human Sexual Orientation is Variable
The Kinsey Scales
    Heterosexual                       Bisexual                        Homosexual









































Traditional Theories for 



















































Average heritability = 0.52 (n = 6)
Rest is nonshared (“ random” ) environment
Little evidence for shared (“ family” ) environment


















































   Hamer              Hu             Sanders           Rice        Combined
     et al.              et al.              et al.             et al.   
N:        40                  32                   54                   52                 178
P:     .00001             .04                  .04                   NS              .0001
Meta-Analysis of the Link Between 
Male Sexual Orientation and Xq28 
Genes on the X chromosome may contribute to variation in male
sexual orientation.  There must be additional genes to account for
the observed degree of heritability and of maternal transmission




































Societal Impacts of Finding a
Genetic Influence on Sexual Orientation
• Genetics should not be used as a basis for human rights 
– ever!
Fallacy of the “ argument from nature”
• Genetic arguments do influence public understanding and 
attitudes about sexual orientation
People who believe sexual orientation has a genetic basis 
are less prejudiced than people who believe it is a choice
• Poll data
• Psychometric analysis
• Statements of anti-gay and ex-gay groups




































CBS News/New York Times poll, 2003
Americans are Split in their Beliefs
















































































































































Society and Behavior Genetics:
The Case of Sexual Orientation
Better knowledge of behavior genetics
correlates with less prejudice
Poor public knowledge of behavior 








































































The Number of Genes Involved in 
Particular Behaviors is Unknown
environment environment
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